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 as is very evident when studying the industries from Kent's Hole, Torquay. If
 rich Upper Palaeolithic sites are ever discovered in Eastern England this Solutrean
 influence may prove very useful as a dividing datum line.

 As stated in the beginning of the article, complication due to Earth Movement
 is continually arising, but this subject is also outside our scope. The articles of
 Professor Marr on this subject are, however, illuminating. M. C. BURKITT.

 Europe: Archoeology. Warren.

 Man and the Ice Age. By S. Hazzledine Warren, F.G.S. INn
 In the report of the discussion at the British Association (MAN, 1922, 89) I UU

 it is stated that I " denied the possibility of correlation with the Continental data."
 As I think this might be misunderstood, may I explain my view more adequately.

 There are so many unsolved problems before us, that I have not yet been able

 to got a correlation which is satisfactory to myself, but I consider that the aim
 and endeavour to reach such a correlation is the only sound attitude: the British
 problem is an integral fraction of the Continental.

 The Mousterian epoch is critical in many respects. I am not satisfied that
 this epoch was associated with any important glaciation in spite of those evidences
 which seem to support that view. I feel that the temperate plant beds of Stoke
 Newington and Resson are more reliable than the migrating animals in giving us
 an insight into the climatic conditions. But even the migrating animals point
 to greater cold during the Magdalenian than during the Mousterian. During the
 Mousterian epoch the southern fauna (Elephas antiquus, Rhinoceros merckii, etc.) still
 flourished at Mentone; the Arctic fauna did not reach its most southern extension
 until later, in the true " Reindeer Age," a name which is significant in itself.

 The same is true of south-eastern England, the Mousterian, although colder
 than the preceding epoch, was much less cold than the Ponder's End stage which
 succeeded it.

 It may be correct that the Mousterian is contemporary with the Wtirmian;
 if so, then the Wiirmian must represent an advance of the ice on the more elevated
 areas (possibly due to increased precipitation) which did not involve a glaciation
 of the lowlands, and none of the wide-spread Boulder Clays can be correlated with
 this stage.

 I am so far in agieement with Mr. Kennard's reading of the palieontological
 evidence-namely, that the Magdalenian plus Ponder's End is the only seriously
 cold stage of which there is any evidence in Western Europe since Chellian times.
 I take it as inevitable that this stage must have been accompanied by extensive
 snow fields and valley glaciers in the more northern and more elevated parts of
 Britain, but it seems to me quite impossible to correlate the major glaciation, or
 glaciations, of the country with the same stage.

 My tentative suggestion of correlation, which is expressly intended to emphasise
 alternatives and uncertainties, would be as follows:

 Broader
 Period. Minor Ice Ages, etc. Grouping.

 Magdalenian - - - - Buhl ? + Wurm). Moraines in
 Scotland, etc. (?? + Hessle
 Boulder Clay) - - - -LATE GLACIAL.

 Aurignacian - - - - - - - - - -
 Mousterian - - - - ? Wirm. Alpine advance of ice.
 Acheulian - - - - - - - - - - INTERGLACIAL,
 Chellian - - - - - - - - - - -

 Pre-Chellian - -

 [ 182 ]
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 Broader

 Period. Minor Ice Ages, etc. Grouping.
 ( Hessle Clay) - - - ? Wiirm - - - -
 Chalky Boulder Clay - - Riss (? ? + Wiirm) - - GLACIAL.
 Middle Glacial Sands - - ? ? Interglacial - - F
 North Sea Drift - - - Mindel - - - - - J
 Forest Bed - - - - Interglacial, if Gunz of any value: otherwise
 Chillesford-Weybourne - - ? Gunz. [Pre-Glacial.

 I do not think that leaves too many open alternatives, or too many queries,
 for the present state of knowledge. I concluded my remarks at the British Asso-
 ciation by saying that (in order to establish a reliable correlation) we needed
 " more facts and less theory." S. HAZZLEDINE WARREN.

 Africa, East: Technology. Thomas.
 Notes upon a Somali Quiver in the Museum of the Royal Geo-4ln

 graphical Society of Egypt at Cairo. By Ernest S. Thomas. IU
 The quiver is of light wood of a well-known type (Fig. 1), but instead of being

 concave cylindrical, the upper part is slightly convex. The wood has been hollowed
 right through. The length is 431 ems., and the diameters of top and bottom are,
 roughly, 71 and 8- ems. respectively. The surface is very neatly covered (closing
 the bottom) to within 7 ems. of the top with a seamless yellow membrane, probably
 bull's penis, and is fitted with a neatly made leather cover 5 cms. deep, shaped out
 of a single piece of leather. The membrane has been drawn over two narrow bands

 of leather (?) 3 ems. apart, encircling the waist of the quiver, forming two smooth
 ridges. Between these a leather band is fastened about the quiver filling the space.
 Half this band is plain leather, and is slit horizontally into three strips. Over the
 middle and under the narrower, upper and lower, strips an ovoid flat greyvish stone

 (sandstone) has been inserted and firmly wedged (10 X 42 X lI ems.). This, no
 doubt, served as a sharpening stone for the rough dagger which is attached to the
 quiver by a leather-and-ring chain, the terminal ring being tied to the quiver by
 a leather lace threaded in two places through the membrane under the two bands
 beneath the memnbrane.

 I -_ JIFIG. 2.-LEATHER BAND OF OPENWORK.

 =ptaxt 3

 FTG. 1.-SOMALI QUIVER (6). FIG. 3.-SECTION OF OPENWORK PATTERN.
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